
  Coaching for Success - Through the Anshara Method you will be guided 
towards fulfilling your desired goals and achieving Self Mastery. You will 
clarify the areas of your resistance and begin to connect with your abilities 
to create success filled results. Discover your strengths, ignite your 
momentum, and connect with your innate intuitive creativity to take your 
life to the next level.

  The Anshara Method for Health and Wellness - Sherry Anshara assists you 
in accessing your health issues which have manifested in your physical 
body. Learn how to heal yourself, so these issues are no longer relevant to 
your life. Access your cellular memory at the origination point of your  physical issues.  

  Unlocking Your Intuitive Powers for Accelerated Healing & Success - Discover how to use your own intuitive 
abilities to heal yourself and your life. Gain a clearer understanding of how and why you have been creating 
every detail of your life and how you can now clearly and intentionally enjoy healing and success in every 
aspect of your life.

SHERRY ANSHARA
Medical Intuitive - Coach - Author

Sherry Anshara is an international bestselling author, professional speaker, 
former radio host of “Conscious Healing”, and contributing writer to national 
and international publications on the subject of the Anshara Method of 
Accelerated Healing & Abundance and overall wellness. Sherry Anshara 
utilizes her experience and expertise as a Medical Intuitive and Success 
Coach as the foundation of her groundbreaking work with Cellular Memory, 
which she calls the Anshara Method.

Through the Anshara Method, you access your Cellular Memories which hold 
the root causes of your symptoms—whether mental, physical, emotional, spiritual, or financial. Sherry Anshara 
created these systematic processes so you can rid yourself of unwanted limitations, restrictions, negative 
thought patterns, and toxic behaviors. Sherry Anshara guides you to heal at the cellular level so you enjoy 
health, wellness, and abundance in every area of your life.

“Sherry Anshara is the most remarkable medical intuitive. She 
has developed a highly effective method for dealing with anxiety, 
depression, and PTSD providing lasting results.”—Dwight McKee, 
M.D., C.N.S., A.B.I.H.M.

“Sherry helped me release fears that had been holding me back. I 
grew my business from a one-person operation to seven employees.”
—Roxanne Boryczki, President of Arizona Trails Worldwide Travel
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sherry@sherryanshara.com
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www.sherryanshara.com
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